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DISTRACTFOLD 
 
 Steve Takasugi (US, *1960) I. The Man Who 
Couldn’t Stop Laughing / II. Sodom by the Sea 
or Mildew of an Inner Room of the Eternal 
Return of the Same (2013) for quartet vs. 
quartet and fixed media 
 
 

 
SOUNDINITIATIVE 
 
Pierre Jodlowski (FR, *1971)  Is it this (2001) 
for bass clarinet, cello, percussion and video 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Michael Beil (DE, *1963)  belle nuit (2009) for 
voice, violin, viola, cello and video 
 

 
 

-intermission- 



 

 

 
 
            
Sam Salem (UK, *1983)  
New electroacoustic work 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Simon Steen Andersen (DE/DK, *1976), 
Difficulties putting into practice (2014 
version) for four performers. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Alexander Schubert (DE, *1979) New 
work  for mezzo-soprano, clarinet, 
sax, violin, cello, electric guitar, piano 
and perc. 

 
 
 

DISTRACTFOLD & SOUNDINITIATIVE 
 
 
Mauricio Pauly (UK/CR, 1976) New work  
for mezzo-soprano and ensemble; all 
amplified.  
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In Steven Takasugi’s piece three layers are sown in counterpoint: One is a so-
called tape piece, the second a live quartet performing from specifically notated 
and fixed score parts, the third is another quartet reading from the same score 
parts but unfixed and open to a variety of possible strategies for interpretation. 
This double quartet version will be adapted for Distractfold by the composer for 
the occasion.  

soundinitiative will perform Simon Steen-Andersen's arresting work Amid for 
acoustic ensemble. Taking elements of his mentor Helmut Lachenmann's 
sound-world, Steen-Anderson drags the listener right from the beginning into 
his turbulent oeuvre. German composer Michael Beil's work focuses on the 
combination of electronic music, instrumental music and video; his 2009 
piece Belle Nuit is not only a reinterpretation of the romantic idea of the aria, 
but of the concert 'platform' itself. Is it This? for bass clarinet, 'cello, 
percussion, electronics & video asks the question: what is the relationship 
between the real and the imaginary  world? Pierre Jodlowski  tries to provoke 
the audience into curiosity through disorientation.  

Distractfold will present a new work by Sam Salem. As an electroacoustic 
composer, his work is composed entirely from field-recordings made in specific 
cities. His work is a poetic exploration of physical and metaphysical 
architectures: he aims to uncover the hidden beauty and musicality of his 
geographic subjects. 

As part of this program soundinitiative will premiere a new work by German 
composer Alexander Schubert; known for pushing the boundaries of digital 
integration on the concert stage, Schubert has made a reputation using lo-fi 
technology to articulate his musical universe. 

To close the concert, Distractfold and soundinitiative will come together to 
perform a piece written specifically for the occasion by Mauricio Pauly. This 
will be the fourth in a series of works in which each musician will extend and 
transcend their instrument through the performative use of microphones, 
amplifiers and digital effects. Guided by the ensemble’s dynamic performance, 
the audience will navigate a sound-world of dramatic size and unsuspected 
range.  
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